
The website that will be analyzed is CrunchyRoll. CrunchyRoll is a site founded in 2006 that aims at 

providing high quality Japanese content. It is mostly used for video streaming. The content includes 

in-house subtitled anime, dramas manga and news. Some of which require a premium account to 

get access to. The site is very popular amongst viewers of anime who want to stream with ease on 

multiple platforms. The elements of the site are all organized with an intent, and purpose of the user 

wanting to see more, this can be seen in the textual structure, visuals and typefaces. 

Textual Structure 

The site has organized it’s text in a way that is concise and easy to read. According to Jakob Nielson 

(2006) users reading website pages first read across the first horizontal line across the top which is 

known as what he calls the F top bar. On this particular website there is a line of text highlighted in 

orange in the same exact area that the user would first have their eyes. This area of text changes on 

almost a daily basis but is never longer than 2 lines. An example of this can be seen in figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 

Readers generally will not thoroughly read though a site as Nielson (2006) states from his research. 

Warnick (2006, p.140) also noted on how writers are advised to write for short easy scanning. This 

can be seen with how CrunchyRoll applies this in figure 1. Warnick (2006, p.141) states that it is 

advised to place the most important content on the top fold of a page followed by content less 

important like a “pyramid scheme” as users are unlikely to scroll down the page unless they become 

initially interested. Figure 1 being at the very top of the page shows that it has significant importance 

as it does since the aim of CrunchyRoll is to get the website users of the site to buy their product. 

The product is a premium membership to view latest content and in full HD, this is connected as to 

why CrunchyRoll has decided to put this at the very top of the site where the websites users eyes 

would naturally land upon. A zoomed out view of the site is available in figure 2 showing the 

placement of figure 1. It can be said that CrunchyRoll understands the idea that readers do not read 

each and every single word written on a website and has thus so highlighted two key parts in the 

text. These two highlighted texts lead towards CrunchyRolls product. 

 

Figure 2 



 

 

Visuals 

CrunchyRoll has many visuals throughout its site, ranging from an interactive sliding image panel to 

small posters of anime series. As seen in figure 2 a big portion of the first fold of the page is an 

automatic slideshow like visual. It scrolls through multiple images. Each image has its own caption in 

relation to what is on the image which also links to a video of the said image. This particular visual 

element is located at top near center of the page, it can be said that this is done so because 

CrunchyRoll is signifying that this is important content whilst the content beneath is of less value 

(Warnick, 2006, p.141). Because this visual takes up a majority of the websites space the users of the 

site are almost forced to look at and scan this visual. 

Figure 3 showing a few of the various images that appear in the automatic slideshow. 

 

Each slide has a very prominent ‘Watch Now’ embedded into the caption part of the image which 

makes the user feel as if the video is just a click away. This is a possible way for CrunchyRoll to try 

keep the user of the website interested by keeping them on the site by trying to persuade the 

audience to click on the ‘Watch Now’ link. David Resnick as quoted in Warnick (2006, p.141) says 

that websites are designed “to inform, influence and persuade those who log onto them.” 

Typeface 

Scrolling down CrunchyRolls website reveals more text under the title ‘Latest News’ as seen in figure 

4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 



Figure 4 shows clearly that the typeface used is not of a decorate type of font but a typeface 

common for extended reading (Wysocki, 2004, p.127). The typefaces used for extended reading 

include sans serif typefaces which is a type of font that does not have serifs. CrunchyRoll uses mostly 

sans serif type fonts throughout its website making text easy to read for a longer period of time. 

‘Latest News’ being in a different style than the rest of the text shows that the designer of the 

website was trying to bring attention to the phrase (Wysocki, 2004, p.129). Beneath that the same 

has been done with the news titles headline in bold and the text thereafter in a sans serif extended 

reading typeface. The same can be said about the news titles headlines, the typeface has been used 

to bring attention to itself.  

Using sans serif typeface could possibly means that the designer of the site is trying to get the reader 

to stay as long as possible on the site by providing a type of font that is used for extended reading. 

Conclusion 

The site and its components have been organized with an intent of keeping the users interested, 

using textual structure with the most important information at the top and eye catching visuals in 

addition to making use of sans serif typefaces that make CrunchyRoll a site well designed with no 

doubt the users in mind. 
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